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           P
rices in the European Union’s 
(EU) Emissions Trading Sys-
tem (EU-ETS) spent 2013 at 

historic lows. Elected offi cials have 
promised to repeal the Australian 
carbon market. Yet fi ve new regional 
carbon markets recently began in 
China, which nearly doubled the 
volume of emissions covered by 
trading programs. This follows Cali-
fornia’s successful launch of its cap-
and-trade program in 2013 and its 
2014 link to Quebec’s market. Are 
carbon markets seriously challenged 
or succeeding and on the rise?

Sixteen years after the Kyoto 
Protocol was signed and the idea of emis-
sions trading emerged as a dominant policy 
paradigm, we have learned much about what 
makes carbon markets work—and what does 
not. New questions are emerging for research-
ers and policy-makers, including how carbon 
markets fi t into a complex global framework.

Think Global, Act Local?

A truly global trading program is as yet 
unlikely, if not impossible. Because a unit of 
carbon dioxide (CO2) emitted anywhere has 
a uniform impact on global climate, a single 
global market would be economically desir-
able, equalizing incentives to reduce emis-
sions everywhere. In practice, we see a mul-
tiplicity of multinational, national, and sub-
national markets—including the European 
Union, California, Quebec, the Regional 
Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) in the U.S. 
northeast, and New Zealand, as well as pilot 
programs in Kazakhstan and China, and pro-
grams under development in South Korea 
and Mexico (see the graph). 

Might these programs merge into an 
integrated global market? This is one of the 
most important questions facing researchers 
and policy-makers. Whether, how, and when 
should markets link together so that regulated 
entities in one region can use allowances 

or credits from another, thereby equalizing 
prices ( 1)? The answers are not easy, as eco-
nomic arguments in favor of linking must be 
weighed alongside concerns about environ-
mental integrity, harmonizing politically sen-
sitive program features, and fi nancial fl ows 
arising from international carbon trade.

A positive price on carbon in every exist-
ing program suggests that markets are reduc-
ing emissions below what they would oth-
erwise be. If emissions were not being con-
strained by the carbon market, then emission 
allowance supply would outstrip demand in 
aggregate, and the price would move toward 
zero. Research on the extent of climate change 
mitigation, however, remains limited (in part, 
because complex modeling is required to esti-
mate the “no carbon market” counterfactual). 
A simple calculation suggests a global, emis-
sion-weighted average carbon market price of 
$6.50 per ton in 2013 ( 2). On the basis of pre-
vious modeling studies, this price suggests a 
modest 1.5 to 3.5% decline in covered emis-
sions ( 3), an annual reduction of about 40 to 
90 million tons of CO2 attributable to existing 
carbon markets ( 2).

Greater emission reductions and carbon 
prices well above these levels are necessary to 
meet the most commonly identifi ed environ-
mental goals ( 4,  5). Higher prices are also jus-
tifi ed by economic analysis. The most recent 
U.S. government estimate of the global dam-
ages from climate change produced a central 
value of about $35 per ton of CO2 ( 6). This 
“social cost of carbon” synthesizes scientists’ 
best estimates of climate change impacts—

and economist’s valuation of those 
impacts—from one ton of CO2. 
When market prices are below the 
social cost of carbon, it suggests 
that higher prices are warranted to 
fully charge sources for the impact 
of their emissions.

Part of the story behind low car-
bon prices is that emissions trading 
is increasingly only one of several 
overlapping programs encourag-
ing mitigation. For example, major 
incentive programs for renew-
able energy and energy effi ciency 
exist in California and the Euro-
pean Union. These other policies 

produce targeted emission reductions, leav-
ing the broader carbon market to achieve the 
(now lesser) remaining reductions. This tends 
to lower the carbon price but increase overall 
mitigation costs ( 4,  7). This raises a question: 
How do policies work together to achieve 
goals that extend beyond reducing emissions 
at the least cost?

Rents, Leakage, Uncertainty

Emission allowances can be auctioned by the 
government, given to fi rms (free), or some 
combination. In the early phases of the EU 
program, some power producers received 
carbon allowances at no cost in an attempt 
to limit consumer price increases. However, 
depending on the structure of power markets, 
utilities were able to pass on the market price 
of the allowances to their customers ( 8,  9). 
This was predictable to economists, although 
not warmly received by the public, who saw 
companies receiving “windfall profi ts” from 
higher electricity prices. These “rents,” net 
profi ts received on allowances, are ultimately 
paid by someone, in this case, consumers. 
As a result, most carbon markets now limit 
or eliminate free allocation of allowances to 
the power sector and instead return revenues 
from allowance sales to public coffers.

Some programs have attenuated these 
power price increases, reducing both rents 
and associated end-user impacts. This 
can be accomplished in a variety of ways, 
including renewable energy and effi ciency 
policies that take the burden off the car-
bon price ( 10). Lower power prices have the 
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downside of reducing conservation incen-

tives, and overall economic efficiency in 

turn, however.

Many stakeholders have expressed con-

cerns about economic competitiveness, e.g., 

that energy-intensive industries facing out-

side competition will relocate to places with-

out a carbon price. This concern has an envi-

ronmental angle, emissions “leakage”: that 

emission reductions may simply be shifted 

outside carbon market boundaries. Evi-

dence seems to indicate that competitive-

ness impacts and leakage have thus far been 

small ( 11). Carbon prices have generally been 

modest. In many programs, heavy industries 

have received free allowances to compensate 

for increased production costs. The extent of 

competitiveness and leakage impacts, as well 

as pressure to address them, will depend on 

the future size and persistence of carbon price 

differences across political boundaries.

Carbon markets face substantial uncer-

tainty over prices. Although market prices are 

relatively modest, program designers seek 

to prevent allowance prices from exceeding 

economically and politically tolerable lev-

els. Others have been concerned about unex-

pectedly low prices undermining mitigation 

investments, technology development, and 

long-term environmental outcomes.

Allowance banking is an important tool to 

avoid short-term supply-demand imbalances 

and associated price movements, such as 

occurred because of allowance oversupply at 

the end of 2007 in the EU-ETS. Allowances 

issued in 2007 could not be banked for use in 

2008, and their price fell to zero even as 2008 

allowances traded at more than €25. All car-

bon markets now allow banking.

Price fl oors have also been used success-

fully in the RGGI and California programs 

to avoid lower-than-desired prices. Both pro-

grams employ minimum allowance auction 

prices to withhold allowances if the market is 

unwilling to pay the minimum auction price.

Both programs also have limited mecha-

nisms to address high prices. Each maintains 

a fi xed allowance reserve that can only be 

tapped if buyers are willing to pay an estab-

lished ceiling price. An open question is how 

large a reserve is necessary, but there is no 

reason to believe that price ceilings—with 

a large enough reserve—would be any less 

effective for avoiding high prices as fl oors 

have been for avoiding low ones ( 12).

Linking, Mixing, Revising Policies

We have alluded to two new challenges con-

fronting domestic policy-makers: linking 

programs and mixing multiple policies. Each 

also relates to larger international issues.

Beyond bilateral links, we might ask 

what can or should be done to facilitate link-

ing multilaterally? The biggest linking story 

so far was not between two trading pro-

grams, but between the EU-ETS and the 

Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), the 

United Nations (UN)–sanctioned offset pro-

gram in developing countries. Over a billion 

tons of CDM credits have been purchased for 

compliance in the EU-ETS. Offset projects 

reduce emissions or absorb carbon and are 

undertaken by parties not required to obtain 

permits from the carbon market ( 13). When 

linked to a trading system, offset credits can 

be used for carbon market compliance.

There are a variety of challenges faced 

by offset programs, and the market for CDM 

credits has essentially collapsed due to a 

supply-demand imbalance ( 11). However, 

two strengths of the CDM are that it (i) was 

sanctioned by the UN Framework Convention 

on Climate Change and (ii) focuses on devel-

oping countries where fi nancial fl ows argu-

ably raise fewer issues. For example, in the 

California-Quebec link, Quebecois may ques-

tion if they should collectively send money 

to California to pay for emission reductions. 

Such concerns might be more muted if funds 

were fl owing to poorer countries.

This suggests there is value in approaches 

that simultaneously facilitate carbon markets 

in developing countries and links to exist-

ing programs in developed countries. For 

example, this might occur through negotia-

tion of “model rules” for domestic trading 

programs.

The mixing of multiple carbon policies 

within countries also raises international 

issues, including how countries can com-

pare one another’s policy portfolios ( 14). For 

jurisdictions with carbon markets, compara-

bility is a prerequisite to any potential link-

age. The ability to compare emissions reduc-

tion efforts is also necessary to justify con-

tinued domestic action because of concerns 

over competitiveness, emission leakage, and 

the imperative that global reductions ulti-

mately require effort from all major emitters.

Climate policy and carbon markets are 

constantly evolving. For example, develop-

ment of shale gas in the United States and 

subsequent expansion of natural gas genera-

tion was one of the drivers behind the RGGI 

states’ decision to propose a 45% reduction 

of their cap level ( 15). Improved representa-

tion of abrupt climate change and sea-level 

rise were among the climate science updates 

that led to an upward revision of the U.S. 

government’s social cost of carbon by nearly 

40% ( 6). Revisions to carbon market policies 

are essential to long-term effi ciency ( 12). 

Although markets and stakeholders crave 

certainty, governments cannot guarantee it.

Although policy revisions cannot be 

avoided, there is value to governments striv-

ing to make them transparent and orderly. 

Regulatory agencies, courts, legislatures, and 

central banks need to make market-sensitive 

decisions while allowing market participants 

equal access to information. With orderly and 

predictable policy changes, it is possible for 

markets to incorporate scientifi c and techno-

logical developments into the carbon price 

before the policy changes occur ( 12).

Carbon markets are now a key part of an 

emerging, complex, global policy framework 

that mixes trading programs and other poli-

cies at the subnational, national, and multina-

tional level. Fresh research and policy initia-

tives are grappling with new issues: linking 

programs ( 16), the consequences and compa-

rability of mixed policies ( 17,  18), and man-

aging market evolution as policies inevitably 

change ( 19). The future of carbon markets 

will depend, in part, on how well such efforts 

address these and other challenges. 
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